STAY CONNECTED
TEXT MESSAGE ALERT SYSTEM

Text BLDG1 to 84483
Overall building alerts such as power outages, delayed openings, and weather related closure.

Text SWIMLESSONSATTHEY to 84483
Swim lesson cancellations or changes.

Text YKIDS to 84483
YKids alerts regarding payments, weather issues, and program updates.

Text LAP12SWIM to 84483
Pool lane closures/lap swim cancellation.

Text YYOGA to 84483
Yoga class cancellations or changes.

Text LANDFITNESS to 84483
Adult land fitness class cancellations or changes.

Text AQPOOL to 84483
Adult aquatic fitness class cancellations or changes.

Text ADAPTIVE to 84483
Autism Spectrum and Adaptive Learning Program cancellations or changes.

Text OCYSWIMTEAM to 84483
OCY Tiger Sharks & OCY Dolphin Summer League Swim Team cancellations.